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TERRACE RENEWAL:
Sakura Terrace Unveils New Menu
(Honolulu, HI)— They say all good things come in threes and with the completion of a
renewed dining room and sparkling new sushi counter to match comes the inevitable
main menu revamp at Sakura Terrace.
The new menu features a customizable teishoku (dinner set) where customers are free
to select a combination of any two ala carté menu items. The teishoku includes a side
dish, rice, miso soup, house salad, and pickles.
“Over the past six years, Sakura Terrace has been loved as a Japanese restaurant—not
just for the food and for the value of our high-quality menu,” says Sakura Terrace
Manager, Daisuke Arai. “We felt that it’s important to continue to deliver this value to our
loyal customers while bringing about new and exciting changes such as our new sushi
counter and a new happy hour. We look forward to welcoming guests to try our menu
along with our Japanese sake and shochu—a rare lineup we’ve imported from Japan.”
While the restaurant had long kept to the Japanese custom of closing on Monday,
Sakura Terrace will now be open seven days a week starting Monday, October 16. The
daily Happy Hour is from 7:30 – 9:00 PM, and is currently available to enjoy.
About Sakura Terrace
Sakura Terrace has been a fixture on South King Street’s “Gourmet Street” since 2012.
Popular among locals, this Japanese restaurant is ideal persnickety gourmands looking
for casual dining in a laid-back atmosphere.
The menu boasts fresh ingredients and an authentic Japanese lineup including sashimi
and vegetable tempura, donburi, unagi and Wagyu Beef. The recently opened sushi bar
also features a gorgeous array of traditional and original sushi.
Sakura Terrace Japanese Café
Address:
1240 South King Street, Honolulu, HI
Phone:
(808) 591 – 1181
Business Hours: Open Daily
Lunch:
11:00 AM – 2:30 PM,
Dinner:
5:00 PM – 10:00 PM (Last Order, 9:30 PM)
Happy Hour:
7:30 PM – 9:00 PM
Website: sakuraterrace.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/sakuraterracejapanesecafe
Instagram: @sakuraterracehi #sakuraterracehi
###
If you would like more information about Sakura Terrace Japanese Café or any of the menu items
mentioned, please call Sascha at (808) 922-8974, or email her at sascha@mediaetc.net.
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